With a Graduate Business Degree at Sacramento State

Master Your Future

Flexible Timelines
Average 18 Months – 2.5 Years

Overview
Classes one evening each week 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm for 16 weeks. Students choose 1 – 4 classes every semester.

Concentrations:
- General Management Finance
- Business Analytics in Healthcare
- Entrepreneurship & Global Business

MBA

18 Months
Class Friday, 3:00 - 7:00 pm, and Saturday, 8:00 am - 2:00 pm. Each course lasts four weeks. Every 3rd week, courses conducted online. 12 courses. Final 3 months are spent on individual projects.

Concentration: None; students receive a General Management degree.

136,500 (Average)

Program Cost

Overview
The MBA provides students with an advanced understanding of the rapidly changing field of accounting. This program uses a combination of online course materials, streaming video, and instant messaging. The curriculum is 100% compatible with the CPA exam.

Concentration: None

100% Online; students can sign in and listen to lectures on their own schedule.

Each class lasts six weeks.

Concentration: None

100% compatible with the CPA exam.

Overview
Designed for experienced professionals who aspire to leadership positions. This cohort-based program offers an exceptional return on investment, with a dynamic learning environment, strong sense of community, outstanding networking opportunities, and an international study trip.

15 Months
Class Friday, 3:00 - 7:00 pm, and Saturday, 8:00 am - 2:00 pm. Each course lasts four weeks. Every 3rd week, courses conducted online. 12 courses. Final 3 months are spent on individual projects.

Concentration: None; students receive a General Management degree.

Overview
Prepares students to become business leaders in the global marketplace. This 12-month accelerated program combines a rigorous and strategy management education with the unique hallmarks of a global focus and a highly diverse student network.

12 Months
Class Friday, 3:00 - 7:00 pm, and Saturday, 8:00 am - 2:00 pm. Each course lasts three weeks. 100% Virtual.

Concentration: International Business Management

Overview

*virtual pending Chancellor’s Office and WASC approval.

Overview
This MSA provides students with an advanced understanding of the rapidly changing field of accounting. This program uses a combination of online course materials, streaming video, and instant messaging. The curriculum is 100% compatible with the CPA exam.

18 Months
100% Online; students can sign in and listen to lectures on their own schedule.

Each class lasts six weeks.

Overview
The MSA provides students with an advanced understanding of the rapidly changing field of accounting. This program uses a combination of online course materials, streaming video, and instant messaging. The curriculum is 100% compatible with the CPA exam.

Overview
The MBA prepares students to connect data and models to substantive business problems so effective business decisions can be made. This 100% online program focuses on using quantitative approaches and core technologies to help improve decision making and performance in business. Students will master, integrate, and apply knowledge and skills of business analytics to current and practical contexts and situations.

24 Months
100% Online. Students can sign in and listen to lectures on their own schedule.

Two 3-credit courses over 2 years. Eight core courses (24 units) + two electives (6 units).

Overview
The MS in Business Analytics prepares students to connect data and models to substantive business problems so effective business decisions can be made. This 100% online program focuses on using quantitative approaches and core technologies to help improve decision making and performance in business. Students will master, integrate, and apply knowledge and skills of business analytics to current and practical contexts and situations.

Overview
The MS in Business Analytics prepares students to connect data and models to substantive business problems so effective business decisions can be made. This 100% online program focuses on using quantitative approaches and core technologies to help improve decision making and performance in business. Students will master, integrate, and apply knowledge and skills of business analytics to current and practical contexts and situations.

Overview
The MSA provides students with an advanced understanding of the rapidly changing field of accounting. This program uses a combination of online course materials, streaming video, and instant messaging. The curriculum is 100% compatible with the CPA exam.

Overview
The MBA prepares students to connect data and models to substantive business problems so effective business decisions can be made. This 100% online program focuses on using quantitative approaches and core technologies to help improve decision making and performance in business. Students will master, integrate, and apply knowledge and skills of business analytics to current and practical contexts and situations.

Overview
The MSA provides students with an advanced understanding of the rapidly changing field of accounting. This program uses a combination of online course materials, streaming video, and instant messaging. The curriculum is 100% compatible with the CPA exam.

Overview
The MBA prepares students to connect data and models to substantive business problems so effective business decisions can be made. This 100% online program focuses on using quantitative approaches and core technologies to help improve decision making and performance in business. Students will master, integrate, and apply knowledge and skills of business analytics to current and practical contexts and situations.

Overview
The MBA prepares students to connect data and models to substantive business problems so effective business decisions can be made. This 100% online program focuses on using quantitative approaches and core technologies to help improve decision making and performance in business. Students will master, integrate, and apply knowledge and skills of business analytics to current and practical contexts and situations.

Overview
The MBA prepares students to connect data and models to substantive business problems so effective business decisions can be made. This 100% online program focuses on using quantitative approaches and core technologies to help improve decision making and performance in business. Students will master, integrate, and apply knowledge and skills of business analytics to current and practical contexts and situations.